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From the composer:
The sun is shining on a beautiful morning, while I peacefully read the newspaper. A photograph catches my eye of a boat with three hundred Africans on board. I read the caption: unfortunately, many of them will not arrive alive on the shores of Lampedusa, in the Mediterranean Sea. I stare attentively at the picture, and among the many distraught faces one stands out above the rest, a child with wide eyes, hands holding tight on the arms of an adult. I am moved, and I feel a duty to do something for this poor creature.

La mia stella is dedicated to him and to all those that are forced to flee from their homeland in hopes of finding, after long and frightening journeys, a better life.

Nyota yangu means “My star” in the Swahili language, spoken by tribes of the eastern coast of Africa.
Se teco vive il cor
(from the opera *Radamisto*, 1720)
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Duet: Zenobia and Radamisto

Since my heart is alive, dearest, because of your fidelity,
my heart is no longer troubled.

I could go to my grave, I can hardly stand.
All is going dark around me, I can hardly stand.

Ubi Caritas et Amor (2008)

Eriks Esenvalds (b. 1977)

Holden Maiorana, student conductor

Where charity and love are, God is there.
Christ's love has gathered us into one.
Let us rejoice and be pleased in Him.
Let us fear, and let us love the living God.
And may we love each other with a sincere heart.

Where charity and love are, God is there.
As we are gathered into one body,
Beware, lest we be divided in mind.
Let evil impulses stop, let controversy cease,
And may Christ our God be in our midst.

Where charity and love are, God is there.
And may we with the saints also,
See Thy face in glory, O Christ our God:
The joy that is immense and good,
Unto the ages through infinite ages. Amen.
Do not look toward the eastern mountain
Look instead toward the western mountain.
Look up to the heights, and down to the depths of the mountain
Toward the places of wealth, the pure treasure of the dharma.
Do not look toward the eastern mountain
Look instead toward the western mountain
For this is the root place, the cooper-colored paradise of Guru Rinpoche.
Do not look to the hills of India,
Instead look to the place of pure treasure and excellent perception,
A place of future accomplishment for sentient beings.
May we be prosperous!

(The underlying meaning is that one should not look to the past [the East, where the sun has already risen], but instead look to the future [the West, where the sun has not yet set]. One should do good and build a profound spiritual practice.)
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Pour, Thunder, pour

We’ll sacrifice an ox for you
with two horns,
with four hoofs
for the sake of ploughing,
for the sake of sowing

Look, Thunder,
how the earth yearns for you,
the earth so dry
and hard and full of cracks
the ploughing has hardened
the sowing has rifted,
our land

Thunder, chase
a small shower over the sky
just a little baby-cloud
to let us look up
in hope
for some raindrops to start dripping
on our land

Pour, Thunder, pour

We’ll sacrifice an ox for you
with a high back
with a broad chest

You’ve never had an ox like this one before

Pour, Thunder, pour
for the sake of ploughing
for the sake of sowing

Thunder, you’ve never
been cruel to us
you’ve always been good
to us and to the land
we’re not sorry
to sacrifice an ox for you
if you would take to listen
to our prayers

Pour, Thunder, pour
We’ll sacrifice an ox for you
Pour, Thunder, pour
Come roaring
from far
cracking once

Come roaring
from far
cracking twice
come drop drop
drop drop drop drop

then crash
right by the ear
crash
so that everyone would get a fright
so that black things should fall
down from black hands

and so that a clear heart laugh inside
when all the water
will start
pouring down
from the sky
all
of the sudden

Pour, Thunder, pour

Is it too much to ask
for a little land
for a little meadow

Pour, Thunder, pour

Pour so Thunder, that we and the land
will get enough

Pour, Thunder, pour

The meadows will tell you
when it’s enough

Then chase the black cloud away
to a large swamp
to a high hillock
to the big woods

The need of the swamp is bigger
the need of the hillock is higher
the need of the woods is bigger

Mild weather
honeyed air
for us the ploughers sowers pickers
Dear Thunder
holy Thund
keep your meadows
give our rye
good roots
good heads
good corns

Pour, thunder, pour
we’ll sacrifice an ox for you
with a white blaze on his forehead
with a huge black tail

Translated by Terje Treiman

Psalm 130 (129)

[A Song in steps]
From the depths, I have cried out to you, O Lord;
Lord, hear my voice. Let your ears be attentive
to the voice of my supplication.
If you, Lord, were to mark iniquities, who, O Lord, shall stand?
For with you is forgiveness; and because of your law, I stood by you, Lord.
My soul has stood by his word.
My soul has hoped in the Lord.
From the morning watch, even until night, let Israel hope in the Lord.
For with the Lord there is mercy, and with him is plenteous redemption.
And he will redeem Israel from all his iniquities.

Psalm 23

God is my Shepherd,
I will lack nothing.
He keeps me in a green pasture
And leads me by quiet streams;
He refreshes my fainting courage.
He leads me on the right paths
To the honor of His Name.
And although I wander
In the valley of the shadow of death,

Yet I wander without fear,
For You protect me,
Your rod and staff are always my comfort.
You prepare joyous meal for me
In front of my enemies;
You anoint my head with oil,
And give me an overflowing cup,
Blessing and happiness
Will follow me in this life,
And one day I will rest forever
There in the house of the Eternal.
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